
Virtual Solutions



OVERVIEW

⬣ Pixel Nation are leading Virtual Production Experts based in South Africa, 
specialising in global, virtual studio and streaming services.

⬣ Pixel Nation is taking the world by storm, creating custom-designed unreal virtual environments and 
bringing speakers from all over the world, together like never before.

⬣ Managing spectacular productions and collaborations with clients and studios, this hub provides the 
creativity, production and technical know-how to create bespoke experiences.

⬣ Custom built green screen studio enabling presenters to walk within and 
engage with consumers from a virtual stage environment. 

⬣ Executing our virtual events in the same manor in which we execute our live events, in terms of playback, 
front-of-house (FOH) functionality and specialty. This is now matched with the limitless & spectacular, 

virtual animation opportunities. 



STUDIO 
ROSEBANK

THE BANK
Prime location & 

facilities

PREMIUM
Green Screen Studio 
& equipment

24 CRADOCK AVENUE, ROSEBANK



STUDIO FACILITIES

INTERNET/WIFI & 
BACK UP

INFINITY GREEN 
SCREEN STUDIO -

1Gbps fibre line with 
private SSID Wi-Fi 

-

BOARDROOM 
FACILITIES

-

VALET PARKING

DRESSING ROOM 
& KITCHEN

8m x 6m

Private Boardroom and access to 
Workshop 17 Facilities

-
-



LOCATED IN
THE BANK

Workshop 17 

Located above our studio, Workshop 17 offers beautiful work-
spaces in combination with shared and private facilities. 
Proud Mary

Also located on the ground floor of The Bank, Proud Mary is an 
enticing new restaurant, serving up vibrant food in an equally 
vibrant setting.
Voco
Coming soon to thriving Rosebank area, Voco® The Bank, 
Johannesburg will offer spacious rooms and modern 
convenience in the heart of the business, dining and nightlife 
hub. The hotel will open in November 2021 and also just a short 
walk from the Gautrain station and adjoined Rosebank Mall.



ROSEBANK STUDIO

We offer our very own green screen 
environment enabling presenters to walk 
within and engage with consumers from a 

virtual stage environment. 

A dedicated technical team focusing on 
bringing your message to life in a 

seamless, intelligent and creative manner. 



We have a dedicated graphics 
team who build each 

environment to your needs and 
specifications and bring your 
brand communication to life. 

A dedicated production team 
working to ensure that all your 
deliverables and requirements 

are met. 

ROSEBANK STUDIO



FRONT OF HOUSE



FRONT OF HOUSE



GREEN SCREEN



BOARD ROOM



PIXEL NATION GLOBAL BROADCAST REACH

OUR REACH COMING SOON



—PIXEL NATION

In building our new Rosebank Virtual Studio, we’re combining our 
expertise in AV event design, animation, production & delivery, to a 
virtual offering. Creating bespoke, ‘unreal’ virtual environments that 

are being recognised internationally. We’re still creating amazing 
events, but participants are now located all over the world instead of 

under the same roof.”



Pixel Nation Explainer

click on the image for a link to the video



VIRUTAL EXAMPLES



The following clips showcase :
Virtual environment with camera movement

Multiple virtual environments with camera movement
Virtual environment with camera movement, speaker in studio and content on screen

Virtual environment with camera movement and infographics / 3D graphics
Virtual environment speakers in studio and content on screen

Virtual Lobby:
Tailor-made 3D virtual lobby / waiting area before show begins

click on the thumbnail for link to show highlights



BMW Retailer of the Year Awards 2020 International Women’s Forum 2021

Women’s Day celebration 2020 Altron Financial Results 2021

click on the image for a link to that specific show's highlights



Efma Accenture Innovation in Insurance Awards 2021

IWF Gala Hall of Fame 2020 International Women’s Forum 2020

click on the image for a link to that specific show's highlights

AB InBev Brand Presentations



Admed 2021 Product Launch Oracle Partner Executive Forum Spain

Deloitte University EMEA TFG Financial Results 2021

click on the image for a link to that specific show's highlights



WHAT DO OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US?

IFS Partner Summit – Elton Hesketh
“ Thank you everyone, this was ground-
breaking on a lot of levels and we are proud 
to have been a part of it! Thank you 
everyone.”

International Women’s Forum – Katya Wildgen “ 
Thank you for the endless hours, it went amazing, we 

are getting so many emails and notes from 
attendees.”

IMC Conference – Conference Guest
“I am very pleased with how well you 

pulled off full-day virtual conference. I 
never imagined it would work so well. I 

stayed engaged ‘virtually’ the whole day. 
Your event has inspired me to pull off our 

own virtual event.”

From Accenture Global 
“Thank you to all of you for the hours of work, the professionalism 
and perfect execution of yesterday’s event. You have all been 
incredible to work with.

Thank you for allowing me to be part of it by joining you in the 
studio, it made the experience 100 times better being there and 
being able to have a small part to play.”



—PIXEL NATION

“We are incredibly proud to say that we are a member of the 
SRT Alliance, consisting of a group of companies who deliver 
to the highest standards the world of streaming can offer."



PIXEL NATION TEAM



THANKS

tracy@pixelnationinc.com
+27 63 423 8780
pixelnationinc.com

Do you have any questions?

shereen@pixelnationinc.com
+27 83 633 1745 
pixelnationinc.com

https://pixelnationinc.com/
https://pixelnationinc.com/

